CITY COUNCIL
City of Mclendon-Chisholm, Texas
Special Meeting Minutes
December 4, 2017

The City Council of the City of Mclendon-Chisholm convened in Special Session on
Tuesday, December 4, 2017, at City Hall, 1371 West FM 550, Mclendon-Chisholm,
Texas, with the following members present:

Staff Present:

Robert Steinhagen
Adrienne Balkum
James Herren
Wayne Orchard
Sim Woodham
Scott Turnbull

Mayor
Council Member
Council Member, Via Teleconference
Mayor Pro Tem
Council Member
Council Member

David Butler
Lisa Palomba

City Administrator
City Secretary

1. Mayor Steinhagen called the meeting to order at 6:30 p.m .
2. Steinhagen led the Pledge of Allegiance to the U.S. and Texas Flags followed by the
Invocation. Following the Invocation, A moment of silence was observed for Officer Ken
Copeland, a veteran of the San Marcos Police Department, who was killed in the line of
duty today.
3. Steinhagen read highlights of the Rules of Decorum and indicated they are to be
observed throughout the meeting.
4. Fire Department Contract. Discussion and action regarding a proposed contract for
fire protection services with the Mclendon-Chisholm Volunteer Fire Department.
Steinhagen noted that Council has taken a very direct approach to evaluating and
meeting with all vendors. Steinhagen commented that some are questioning Council
about why these questions are being asked now. Steinhagen remarked that he believes
that what they should be asking is, why haven't these questions been asked before now?
[Begin Steinhagen remarks] The Mclendon-Chisholm Volunteer Fire Department
(MCVFD) is solely responsible for providing fire protection services to the fire district.
Neither the City nor the county has such a requirement. The MCVFD leadership is
responsible for its funding. 78 percent of all Fire Departments in the State of Texas are
volunteer. Over 90 percent of volunteer fire departments raise funds to support their
services. Nationally, for cities with populations under 5,000, less than 18 percent have
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paid firefighters. There is no statistic for cities under 2,500 in population. Royse City, with
a population more than five times the size of Mclendon-Chisholm, continues to have an
all-volunteer fire department. Their 2017 fire department budget was just $150.00 more
than Mclendon-Chisholm Volunteer Fire Department's in 2017 budget. MclendonChisholm makes up one-third of the total fire district, and the remaining two-thirds is in
the unincorporated area, where over half the population in the fire district reside.
Mclendon-Chisholm taxpayers have funded 90 percent of the Mclendon-Chisholm
Volunteer Fire Department's 2017 budget, which was paid in one lump sum at the
beginning of the year. The remaining 10 percent was funded by the county, out of sales
taxes collected in the unincorporated areas of the county, which is divided and distributed
to each of the fire districts. Those that reside in the unincorporated areas contributed
nothing to the Mclendon-Chisholm Volunteer Fire Department's 2017 budget. Time and
again, I have implored the Fire Department to raise funds, going so far as to offer them
$10,000.00 to help in a fund raising campaign that could help sustain the Fire Department
for the long term, something that other cities are doing successfully.
The Fire Department did not follow through, and did not follow up with my offer. What's
important to understand - and, Council, we sometimes forget that there are two major
game-changers that have occurred over the last two months; one in October, the other in
November, which is why it's understandable why some people are asking, "Well, why are
you all of a sudden coming to this point where you're trying to negotiate the contract now?
Why didn't you do all of this months ago?" Well, for these two facts: first, the new Rockwall
County EMS contract. The former contract with the Rockwall County EMS was - they had
10:59 - let's round that to 11-minute maximum response time guarantee.
The ambulance service guaranteed that at a max, they would be at a location that was
dispatched within 11 minutes. That didn't mean they didn't get there sooner. It's just the
maximum that they had contracted. However, there was no way to hold the EMS
accountable. The Mclendon-Chisholm Volunteer Fire Department response time was
typically better than 11 minutes. Since 68 percent of all calls to the Mclendon-Chisholm
Volunteer Fire Department are medical in nature, this was a huge benefit to our citizens.
I took a ride in the ambulance - it was called for at my house. The ambulance happened
to get there before the Fire Department. I can't say whether that's the norm or not. It was
just true in that case. The Fire Department arrived afterward. But that's not, I don't think,
typical, based upon the former contract. When I rode the ambulance, that was during the
former contract. Now I serve on the Emergency Services Corporation board. When we
renegotiated the contract, we renegotiated that contract from 11 minutes to eight minutes,
or seven minutes and 59 seconds, response time.
The Mclendon-Chisholm Fire Department provided us with a contract that said that they
guarantee a response time of nine minutes and 59 seconds. Based upon that, the
ambulance would arrive two minutes before the Fire Department did. That's something
that a lot of people are missing. When we negotiated the contract with the EMS, there
was concern expressed over what's known as the Medic 80. Medic 80 is basically a
backup unit, typically a Suburban, with just one paramedic in it. If the ambulances are
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busy, then the Medic 80 is called out.
The problem that those of us on the board had was that we are basically compromising.
We are saying, okay, we are only getting one paramedic - one trained paramedic - going
to the scene. However, we all agreed, once we understood, that the Medic 80 was
manned with one of three individuals, who were extremely experienced, who can do the
job that two paramedics could typically do. I'm bringing that up because it'll come up in
the contract issues that we are going to be talking about in a little bit.
That's the first thing . The response time - 68 percent of the calls for the MclendonChisholm Volunteer Fire Department are medical. That is, 7 percent are fire. We have
other calls that are non-urgent calls. The second is that the county is now contracting
directly with the Mclendon-Chisholm Volunteer Fire Department. The county has
contracted with the City of Mclendon-Chisholm, not the Mclendon-Chisholm Volunteer
Fire Department, to provide fire protection to the unincorporated area of our fire district,
since our City has been the primary source of funding. Last month the Fire Chief appealed
to the County Commissioners to contract directly with them, rather than going through the
City.
I made a robust argument for the County Commissioners not to do that, that we could do
more collectively, if we could work together with the county, than to bifurcate it. Despite
my admonitions, the County Commissioners decided to contract directly with the
Mclendon-Chisholm Volunteer Fire Department, which is going to be now- those of you,
if you're watching, and you're concerned, and you live in the unincorporated area of the
fire district, the City of Mclendon-Chisholm now has absolutely no responsibility to that
portion of the fire district. That's two thirds of our fire district. The Fire Chief negotiated
the terms of the contract, and set the rate for fire protection in the unincorporated area of
the fire district. That's important because that establishes how much it costs to serve the
fire district. Since two-thirds of the fire district can be served with that amount of money,
it is only reasonable to conclude that the other one third of the fire district can be served
by less. So, these are the standards, and this is how we got to this place.
Councilman Turnbull, Mayor Pro Tern Orchard, and I have been working feverishly. We
have taken a lot of time to go through a lot of iterations and discuss many different options.
What you're going to hear tonight, members of the Council, is there are things that we
absolutely, all three of us, agree on - but we thought while we don't know if any one of
these things is the absolute best option, and so we wanted to bring these before you, and
allow us to have a discussion, and determine what the contract to offer to the Fire
Department should look like. So, I'm going to turn the floor over to Councilman Turnbull.
Councilman?
[Council Member Turnbull's Remarks] Since 2014, all funding to the MCVFD has been
based on the premise of the 6-year plan culminating in the transition of the MclendonChisholm Volunteer Fire Department personnel to City employees and ownership of
MCVFD assets to the City. Recently, Chief Jones announced that the MCVFD
membership had voted to suspend the 6-year plan, and had also voted against
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transitioning to City ownership. This arbitrary action by the MCVFD membership has
rendered useless any basis the City had for justifying funding the MCVFD's 2018 budget
request. Based on the recent votes by the MCVFD membership, and a growing repository
of data gathered by Council Members and City staff indicating a City of 2,000 to 2,600
population does not need a career Fire Department, I recommend the following:
I recommended the City to offer the MCVFD a contract for the services of an all-volunteer
Fire Department; that we amend the fiscal year ending 2018 budget to use $295,715.00
of the $329,550.00 budgeted for fire safety to: fund the Fire Department reserve fund to
be used for research and planning of a City Fire Department; to further pay down the City
Hall bond debt. We could do all A, all B, or some of both, saving $24,645.00 per month
over 33 months equals $813,450.00. That's a sizeable down-payment toward starting a
new department or reducing debt. Turnbull made a motion to take a vote of the
Council to determine if the majority wants to do an all-volunteer Fire Department
or if we should consider any other contract.
Council Member Woodham provided a second to the motion.
Steinhagen opened the floor for discussion: Turnbull stated that he had expressed his
viewpoint.
Council Member Woodham commented: We are paying a lot more than we should be
paying. We have come to an impasse and I don't see why we need career firefighters for
a City this size at this point in our growth. It's called the volunteer Fire Department. Let's
cut the confusion that a lot of citizens have and let's start from the beginning and build it
back up.
Mayor Pro Tern Orchard: We are missing a lot of data in comparable cities. Small and
rural cities don't have the homes and growth that we are having. Also, they don't have the
funding, as we do. I'm not saying it has to be a career Fire Department, but it is a mixed
Fire Department where you have volunteers, and you have personnel that are stationed
there for a certain reason.
Turnbull continued explaining his proposed contract terms: All-volunteer contract, term of
contract 33 months, with an option clause allowing the City, at its discretion, to extend the
contract on a month-to-month basis, for a period not to exceed 12 months.
Apparatus standards: primary apparatus for all calls will be either the 2014 Pumper or the
2017 Brush Truck, as appropriate for the type of call. SRT standard: standard response
time 14 minutes from page-out to apparatus on scene. Quarterly payment: $8,437.50,
billed after three months service has been rendered, payable net 15.
Steinhagen: SRT standards means we are not establishing any kind of limits on what is
a call, what is not a call. They can go on whatever calls they wish to go on, from a cat in
a tree, to a major vehicle accident.
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Turnbull continued: The MCVFD 2018 budget requested manpower to staff Station 1 with
two men, 7:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m., seven days a week. That is two times 12 times seven,
which equals 168 total man hours per week. MCVFD 2018 budget valued the total man
hours, 168 times 52 weeks, equaling 8,736 hours, at $199,804.00. Enhanced services
contract with two staffing options.
New guidelines: AVL, automatic vehicle locator, will be required on all apparatus. Paid
dispatch. The mayor will contact Rockwall EMS for cost and connecting to their system.
ERT calls, enhanced response time calls, as defined as any structure fire, any grass fire,
MVAs where EMS is dispatched Priority 1 by their standards, medical assist where EMS
is dispatched Priority 1 by the EMS standards. That standard happens, to paraphrase it:
If it's life or death, or affects quality of life, that is the way they are dispatched. ERT calls
are the ones that fall under the liquidated damages; the ones that they will have standards
to meet. ERT standards (enhanced response time standards): 7.5 minutes from page-out
to apparatus on scene. Compliance will be determined by dispatch and AVL log reports.
Apparatus standards: All calls will be serviced by the 2014 Pumper or the 2017 Brush
Truck.
Personnel certification standards: a minimum of one TCFP certified personnel who also
holds either an EMT or paramedic certification must man the primary apparatus
dispatched on any ERT call.
ERT liquidated damages: if the MCVFD compliance with the ERT standard falls below 90
percent in any month, liquidated damages will be assessed per Exhibit A. Major breach
is defined by Exhibit C.
Performance security: an irrevocable line of credit equal to the total value of the contract.
SRT calls: standard-response time calls, defined as any call not defined as an ERT call.
SRT standards: standard response time standards is 14 minutes from page-out to
apparatus on scene. Compliance will be determined by dispatch and AVL log reports.
SRT liquidated damages: if MCVFD compliance with SRT standard falls below 90 percent
in any month, liquidated damages will be assessed per Exhibit B.
Terms and conditions of the contract: This is the standard language that the lawyer will
have to put in. Term of the contract is 33 months, as discussed earlier. The City agrees
to pay an additional 1 percent of the previous monthly payment for each month, should
we decide to extend, on a month-to-month basis, after the 33 months.
Performance security: both the City and MCVFD agree to obtain an irrevocable line of
credit in an amount equal to the total value of the contract, which is $549,450.00.
Termination clause: either party may terminate the contract by paying the other party the
total value of the contract, $549,450.00.
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Option 1: City monies may only be used to pay salaries to TCFP certified personnel.
Applicable times for response time standards: the ERT standard is applicable between
the hours of 7:00 a.m. and 11 :00 p.m., Sunday through Saturday. The standard response
time is applicable between the hours of 11 :01 p.m. and 6:59 a.m., Sunday through
Saturday. Staffing: MCVFD will provide TCFP certified personnel to staff Station 1, 160
hours per week. How that staffing is distributed is the sole purview of the MCVFD.
Option 2: Turnbull noted his document is incorrect.
Steinhagen: The option that I'm presenting is that when it comes to the ERT (enhanced
readiness) that there is a 12-hour per day staffed station with two personnel, with a
response time of seven minutes, as opposed to 7.5; six minutes plus one minute en route,
and then also 12-hour with volunteers in district for an unstaffed station with a 14-minute
response rate.
Station: the way station staffing should be established is on each February 1st and July
1st, based on a two-year trend from January through December or June through May,
respectively, for ERT calls. The compliance expectation is 90 percent, evaluated monthly.
The minimum apparatus staff qualification is a little different than Councilman Turnbull's .
That is that both of those who are being paid, that the City is paying for, should be TCFP
certified as structure fire protection basic, and must be either an EMT or paramedic. It
goes back to the Emergency Services Board, where we were talking about the Medic 80.
Currently, a firefighter can have a basic first aid, which is no help in an emergency when
we are talking about a life-threatening situation. If we are going to pay the amount of
money that is consistent with what the Fire Department has asked for those staffing, then
they should have the level of expertise and qualifications that are going to serve our
citizens. Those individuals should have both the TCFP certified basic, and either an EMT
or paramedic. Where it says 7:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m., I'm not putting that restriction . I'm
saying the Fire Department can evaluate that based upon the trends over the last two
years, and I would also be willing to add a clause that it can be negotiated between the
Fire Department and the Council. If they want to change something else, if they're seeing
other trends that - anomalies - that that should be open for that.
Turnbull: I do want to point out that under Option 1, the Fire Department has the authority,
without having to discuss with us, to man their station , to protect, however they find fit,
whatever their call history is.
Steinhagen: But they're being held to a standard, where my standard - so we are going
to have a little bit of a back and forth. So, ours is 12 hours manned station. Excuse me.
Ours is 12 hours manned station, where they have to meet the ERT standard of response
rate. Yours is how many hours?
Turnbull: Sixteen hours a day.
Steinhagen: Sixteen hours where they have to meet that same response time. However,
they don't have to staff the station with two people. They can staff it with just one.
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Turnbull indicated that is correct.
Turnbull continued: General clauses: 2000 review of the ISO. They will be required to
submit for an ISO review.
Yearly audit: first audit goes back five years; subsequent audits, one year. Monthly
payment will be $16,650.00 billed after services have been rendered, payable net 15.
Liquidated damages: the MCVFD will have 30 days to appeal and provide proof that both
the dispatch and the EVL logs incorrectly reported their response time to a call. Liquidated
damages will be drawn against the MCVFD irrevocable line of credit.
Steinhagen: It is a certified financial audit. So, that is different than just having a friend
or a CPA run through it. It has to be a certified financial audit.
Turnbull: There are three exhibits.
Exhibit A is the guaranteed standard liquidation damages. If they hit 89 percent, the first
time they do it, it's $1,000.00. The second time they do it, it's $1,500.00. The third time
they do it, it's $2,000.00. If they hit 88 percent, it is $1,500.00, $2,000.00, and $3,000.00,
respectively. At 87 percent, $2,000.00, $3,000.00, and $4,500.00. 86 percent, $2,500.00,
$4,000.00, and $6,000.00. 85 percent, $3,000.00, $5,000.00, and $7,500.00. If they fall
less than 85 percent in compliance, it is $4,000.00, $7,500.00, and $15,000.00,
respectively, for Month 1, 2, and 3.
Exhibit B, the standard response times, starts off at 89 percent with $500.00, $1,000.00,
and $1,500.00. 88 percent is $1,000.00, $1,500.00, and $2,500.00. 87 percent is
$1,500.00, $2,000.00, and $3,500.00. 86 percent is $2,000.00, $2,500.00, and $4,500.00.
85 percent is $2,500.00, $3,500.00, and $5,500.00. Less than 85 percent compliance is
$3,000.00, $4,000.00, and $6,500.00 for Months 1, 2, and 3, respectively.
Then major breach; failure to meet ERT requirements for at least 90 percent of ERT calls
responses within the City of Mclendon-Chisholm for three consecutive months, or for four
months in any consecutive 12-month period results in the termination of the fire protection
contract, and forfeiture of the performance security.
General discussion was held. Balkum asked if all if this information will be sent to Mr.
Paschall in a contract form. Steinhagen confirmed Council needs to give Paschall
direction.
Orchard: We have a volunteer Fire Department. That was an option given to us by the
MCVFD. Orchard proposed taking a volunteer Fire Department amount, add in the four
personnel and say we want these people 12 hours a day. That is the $199,880.00.
$199,804.00 gives us four certified firefighters at the station, 12 hours a day, Monday
through Sunday. We pay that amount, based off of the new amount of what they have
contracted with the county. It should be the same to us being a smaller part of the fire
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district, and that would give us.
Steinhagen: We would pay quarterly, $8,437.50. The total payout for the 33 months
would be $92,812.50. This is based on half of Mclendon-Chisholm Volunteer Fire
Department's negotiated quarterly rate of $16,875.00 with the county. That was what the
chief negotiated to provide fire service to two thirds of the fire district. Mclendon-Chisholm
is a third of the fire district with less half the population.
Orchard: We would pay that amount and on top of that, to add the enhanced service,
which would be a monthly payment on that part, paid net 15, at a rate of $16,651.00 per
month, for a total payout of $549,483.00 over the term of the contract, the 33 months.
This is based on paying for daily staffing at the station. $223,554.00 is what the annual
amount would be from Mclendon-Chisholm to the Mclendon-Chisholm Volunteer Fire
Department. That would give us enhanced services for our citizens.
Steinhagen: Why are we doing it? Well, first of all, to show good faith, to show the
firefighters of Mclendon-Chisholm that we do care. It gives them 33 months, guaranteed,
that they know what's going to happen. I believe that our plan should be as
Councilmember Turnbull has said, since we are no longer obligated to serve the county,
that is no longer our responsibility, we now are - and so those in the county, if there are
people from the county who are here hoping to get something from the City, you're in the
wrong building, because the county is now taking care of you, period. Our focus is the
City. This will give us three years, generally, to prepare for a Fire Department. It was Chief
Jones who brought up and highlighted Royse City Fire Department. Royse City has an
experienced fire chief, who has a great deal of experience, and they focus on finding
volunteers and equipping them, training them, and what's great about the volunteers in
Royse City is many of them want to be firefighters in bigger cities. And so, it serves the
Royse City community, and it also serves the bigger cities as well. That can be an option
if that's the direction that we want to head, but it gives our City time to plan and prepare,
while not changing the enhanced services that we have come to expect.
Turnbull: Mayor Pro Tern, are you going to contractually restrict the four paid personnel
and the apparatus to inside the City? Orchard indication, no.
Steinhagen provided a summary: There is an all-volunteer contract. There is a service
contract. The second option is an enhanced service contract. The first one is all-volunteer.
The next three are enhanced contracts. The first of the enhanced services provides for
enhanced response time standard from 7:00 a.m. to 11 :00 p.m. The other times, from
11 :01 p.m. to 6:59 a.m., they meet the 14-minute standard response time. That's Option
2. And Option No. 3 is where they have the station staffed 12 hours a day, seven days a
week, with personnel that are TCFP and either an EMT or paramedic certified. I'm saying
that both of the staff have to be TCFP and EMT or paramedic. Turnbull is saying that just
one of them has to be a TCFP basic and an EMT or paramedic. The third option is to
combine when it comes to funding. This is more of a funding issue than anything . When
it comes to a combined - it's creating a combined option, where we have the all-volunteer
standard, which affords them a little extra money, and the enhanced contract, either
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Option 1 or Option 2.
Herren: If we are funded to have two individuals staff the fire station on 205, and then we
are allowing them to utilize them in the rest of the fire district, isn't that a breach of the
contract? I think that's something I asked Mr. Paschall. If they're all contracted with us,
and then they're utilizing those two individuals to go out and respond to fires outside of
the City, in the fire district, that would actually constitute a breach of our contract, because
they're no longer servicing us. That was that analogy that I gave you previously, about
you own a business, and you hire a security firm, and you have people that are supposed
to be in your building providing security, and you come to your building and find out that
security people are next door. How would they be fulfilling our contract if they're not
providing actual service? I don't think that's possible with the new contracts, the way that
they're made, because they contract directly to the county for the rest of the fire district.
The contract with us would have to specify that they would only support us. Any time
they're not supporting us and they're not available, they're breaching the contract with us.
Steinhagen: They can do whatever they want. But now they have standards that they
have to meet. If they're going to go serve the fire district, and they get a call, they are
required to have those TCFP - well, I'll use mine, if that's okay - two TCFP certified basic
and either the EMT or paramedic on scene, within the ?-minute time frame. It doesn't
matter where they come from. If they miss that, now there is liquidated damages, so
they're going to have to figure out a way to make that happen. Through this contract, we
actually have some recourse, whereas before, there is absolutely nothing that we were
able to do.
Herren: The problem that I have there is if you're saying that we could potentially have
volunteers coming to provide services.
Orchard: They could be volunteers, but they have to be certified .
Herren: We are going to be paying for the two individuals on staff, they go off and they're
responding to a situation or incident in the greater fire district, and when we get responded
with someone who could be lesser trained .
Steinhagen: No. They have to respond with TCFP basic and EMT or paramedic, so if the
volunteers happen to be TCFP and EMT, fine with us. We are talking about quality. We
are talking about skill set.
Herren: Then if that's the case, then why can't we do that with all volunteers?
Steinhagen: Royse City does it.
Herren: We don't necessarily have to have the two guys on staff, if we can set up a
requirement to be there in a certain amount of time . They have to meet a certain level of
capability. Because we are saying that two guys we are paying for on staff, so if that's the
case, why are we paying for two people to be on staff?
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Orchard: The reason is because you're trying to assure that you get that response time.
Herren: You are not guaranteed if they could go off to answer a response in the greater
fire district. You're not guaranteed that. We are going to be relying on adding some kind
of repercussions on them because they did do that. I think what we are doing is we are
setting ourselves up to get the bad responses, and then expect to get the remediation
afterward. I would just recommend that we talk to Mr. Paschall and find out whether or
not this would actually be a good contract or not because I think that by the way that we've
designed the contract, for them to staff two people there, those two people aren't there,
they technically would be in the breach of contract. We would have to make provisions
that would allow them to say, yes, it's okay, you don't have to actually have those two
people there.
Orchard: I think you've got the same thing, if those two people are inside the City at an
incident, and another call comes up inside the City.
Turnbull: No, they're serving the City.
Steinhagen: That's right. At that point, they're serving the City.

Steinhagen recessed the Council Meeting to begin the Christmas Tree Lighting event at
7:26 p.m.
Steinhagen reconvened the Special Meeting at 8:04 p.m.
Orchard: I suggest that we don't make things too confusing by giving all these options. I
think what it comes down to is giving the option to the Fire Department, if they want to
just provide volunteer services, what that means, and then picking out one of the
enhanced services, which we've discussed. I don't think showing three different enhanced
services helps.
Steinhagen: So, your proposal is to present how many options? One, two, three, four?
Orchard: Out of the four, I think it needs to be two. One is the volunteer, all-volunteer, and
then what the enhanced services would be that would fall in line with what they are
providing today, as far as manpower. We just need to decide those enhanced services.
Steinhagen: Enhanced option include: if we go with an all-volunteer force, Councilman
Turnbull, are we in agreement on the quarterly payment
Turnbull: Yes.
Steinhagen: Quarterly payment of $8,437.50 following the contract signing, and then it's
quarterly thereafter. The total on that, for just an all-volunteer department, would be
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$92,812.00 over the term of the contract. My enhanced Option No. 2, I am proposing a
monthly rate of $16,651.00, so the total payout on that over 33 months is $549,483.00.
Going along with Councilman Turnbull, one thing you said earlier, is that there is money
there so that we can begin the process of evaluating how we want to do a City Fire
Department, if we want to do like Royse City, and just have a fire chief, or however we
want to do it. But that would afford us enough funds, based upon what we've been
budgeting , so we that can put away for those kinds of things. Councilman Turnbull, how
do you want to pay?
Turnbull: What was your number?
Steinhagen: My number for total payout was $549,483.00.
Steinhagen: For Enhanced Option No. 2, that does not include with the all-volunteer is
going to be a total payout of $92,812.50 plus $549,483.00. Our numbers are a few dollars
off, aren't they?
Turnbull: It's more than a few.
Robert Steinhagen: Oh, is it? It's more than a few?
Balkum requested the amount for Option 1.
Turnbull: My option for No. 1, and it should be the same for No. 2, is $549,450.00.
Steinhagen: Okay, and mine is $549,483.00. We are a few dollars off, and I think the
reason is because I averaged up.
Balkum asked the amount for Option 2.:
Turnbull: All-volunteer is $92,812.50.
Turnbull:
Both of the enhanced - the mayor's and mine both - are $549,450.00 for
over the term, the 33-month term, because we are paying $199,804.00 per annum. The
Mayor Pro Tern's is $233,554.00.
Steinhagen: That's per year?
Turnbull confirmed.
Steinhagen: This isn't a clear 3-year. So, what is the total payout?
Orchard: The total for the 33 is $642,273.39.
Steinhagen: I'll entertain a motion.
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Balkum asked for clarification regarding amounts
Robert Steinhagen: All-volunteer is $92,812.50. Quarterly payments of $8,437.50.
Balkum: Then the enhanced service contract, and there are two options.
Steinhagen: Yes, from the total payout. My monthly rate is $16,650.00.
Balkum: Then Option 2 for Turnbull and Steinhagen?
Turnbull: The total is $549,450.00
Adrienne Balkum:

Your number is different for Option 1 and 2?

Orchard: We are giving the Volunteer Fire Department for services, 24/7/365, and then
I'm taking Option 2 and adding in the enhanced services for 12 hours a day. You break it
down two different ways - that's $233,554.00 a year, or over the term of the 33 months,
would be $642,273.39.
Steinhagen: Councilman Herren, just for your benefit, I do have Section 551.127 of the
Texas Government Code; that validates the fact that you do have the right - you are
actually in attendance tonight, so you are a full voting member. We meet all of the
requirements under that. If there is a citizen who's interested in it, that's Texas
Government Code, Section 551.127.
Turnbull reiterated his earlier motion that we vote on submitting an all-volunteer
contract to the MCVFD.
Steinhagen repeated the motion in full: Motion for an all-volunteer contract, which
establishes a total payout of $92,812.50, paid quarterly, with a 14-minute response
time standard, and primary apparatus for all calls will be either the 2014 Pumper or
the 2017 Brush Truck.
Woodham provided a second to the motion.

Steinhagen opened the floor for discussion. Turnbull indicated he had nothing further to
add.
Sim Woodham: The Fire Department is based on the intentions and the motives of the
individuals that take that oath to do that job. If you have the right people in place, they will
take care of us. I have zero questions about that. This thing has gotten so turned upsidedown and backwards that I don't see how we can come to an agreement with the other
options. People have dug into their positions, and are refusing to come together for the
good of everybody. This is a problem that occurs when you have a service that is
emotionally based and most people expect that a City will provide. When you have a
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service like this, that's independent from the City and the people that it is servicing, and
they have a monopoly, and they use emotional tactics against the people that they are
supposed to be serving, then we find ourselves in this position. I think we pay too much
for this particular service. We have got to be able to have some sort of agreement that is
reasonable, well thought-out, and good for the entire community and the City. I think the
only way we can possibly get there, at this point, is start over. It's come to the point where
it has to be a City service . No one wants to go through this again. No one wants to sit
here year after and fight through these contracts on a monopoly of a private company, for
services that most people take for granted that the City is providing them . I can't tell you
how many people that I talked to, over the course of the last four or five months, that had
no idea that this Fire Department was a private corporation. Everyone assumed that it
was part of the City. I'm willing to take my risk with myself rather than give away
everything. I mean, when's it going to stop? How much are we going to pay? Are we going
to pay 50 percent of the budget? It just doesn't make sense to me. I don't pay 50 percent
of my salary to my insurance company. If you take the emotional aspect out of this thing ,
if you look at this, and you take all the emotion out of it, worrying about your house burning
down, worrying about a loved one dying, worrying about you having a heart attack and
no one being there, if you took all that out of it, you'd say, "Oh, there is no way. That's a
horrible contract." Donald Trump sure wouldn't sign this contract because it's completely
one-sided . It is a mess. I think it needs to be scrapped . And this started a long time ago.
You can get as mad at this Council as you want, but we didn't get us in this position. This
happened years and years ago, with nobody willing to stick their neck out and say, "Hey,
wait a minute. Hold on. Let's take a look at this, and see if this makes sense." Nobody
has done that until now. And we are taking it. I can't, in good faith, sit here, and just give
away everybody's money, every year, to make a small minority happy. I'm willing to listen
to any other contracts that people can provide. The best one on the table that I can see
is going to an all-volunteer department.
Steinhagen : There is only one organization that is responsible for the fire protection in
this fire district. That is the Mclendon-Chisholm Volunteer Fire Department. Neither the
City nor the county has any obligation to that. It is up to the Fire Department to provide
that funding . The City has provided that funding, so the Fire Department will not go away,
or they are in breach of their fiduciary obligation. Why haven't we been asking these
questions long before now? My thought is, if this is a bad contract now, it's not going to
get any better a year from now.
I think Mayor Pro Tem Orchard and I have moved toward that more enhanced contract
out of good faith to at least carry the guys who are being paid, so they're not without those
funds. We are not here to serve the minority. We are here to serve the majority.
Balkum requested clarification on the motion.
Steinhagen remarked that Council will have Paschall draft a contract that stipulates these
standards for the payment that we are offering. Councilmember Turnbull is making a
motion for one contract, and one contract option only.
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Balkum: I want to see where we had the sample contract of all-volunteer, and the other
options with the Enhanced Option 2 created, so that we could look at it, because that's
my expectation. I thought that we were supposed to send in our information to Paschall;
Paschall was going to produce the actual contract itself; and then we were able to review
it.
Steinhagen: He could have drafted all of these contracts. The amount of time that we
would be spending to do all of those contracts would not be a good use of funds.
Steinhagen clarified that Council will have to reconvene to approve that contract. I would
prefer that we not give Paschall all four options, have him draft up four contracts.
Steinhagen to Council Member Balkum: You are against the current motion?
Balkum: Let's say, for instance, we get to that Council meeting, and we reviewed this one
option, and then something happens where we don't like the number or whatever, then
we just wasted time.
Turnbull: You have the option to vote against my motion. If it doesn't carry, then you can
make a motion to present two contracts, and have them drawn up that way, or three or
whatever you want, but what is on the table right now is submitting only an all-volunteer
services contract to the MCVFD.
Orchard: I just wanted to make sure you understand that what is decided tonight is what's
going to be given to Paschall. All he's going to do is put the legal terminology around what
our ideas are. Numbers aren't going to change. Time frames, guidelines.
Balkum: The auditing certification?
Turnbull: Yes, those are the standards that are included on all of the contracts, whatever
we do.
Steinhagen: Certified financial audit.
Herren: I'd like to go ahead and address this proposal or motion that Council Member
Turnbull has put forward. We are a conservative group that were picked by the
constituents of the City to look at ways to reduce how much our City was spending. How
did we get selected? It was because of the previous City Council members who elected
to purchase the City Hall, and to get the bonds that none of the people in the City had any
oversight over whatsoever. I think that this paying the Fire Department is another example
of that where there really was no justification for going to a full time or paid positions for
the Fire Department. If you look at the data that's out there, the data that I presented and
the data that Council Member Balkum did when she presented, and what Scott has
presented, there is not going to be any impact if we go back to an all-volunteer force to
our insurance rating. Our ISO won't change a bit. Most cities our size do have volunteer
Fire Departments. In fact, 70.8 percent of all Fire Departments in Texas are all-volunteer.
And the majority of the cities that have those all-volunteer forces are much larger cities
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than Mclendon-Chisholm. So, I don't really believe that there is much justification why
we need to have a paid force. I think that what had happened in the past was that they
had trouble getting volunteers to meet the requirements during the day, and the City
stepped up, which is not something that we should be doing. We shouldn't go and bail
out businesses because they're failing. Business either fails or succeeds on their own.
There should not be a reason why the City goes in and provides funds so that they can
hire full time people because they have trouble getting volunteers. There are plenty other
cities around us, who have all-volunteer forces, who don't have any trouble attracting and
maintaining volunteers that can provide services from 7:00 in the morning until 7:00 at
night. If there is a problem with them finding, they may need to look internally to find out
what the problem is. I don't think that the problem is with finding volunteers. The problem
may be with the people who are running the volunteer Fire Department. My position is
that we as conservatives fulfilling our fiduciary responsibilities and also providing for our
City, we need to take this money and invest it and provide, in the future, a full fire service
that belongs to the City. If we continue to pay to this one, if you look at our - since 2013,
you said it was $71,000.00 in 2013.
We are now being asked to pay $329,000.00. That's 4.6 times as much in four years. We
are saying that our cost has doubled every year for four years? That's incredible. If we
continue down this road, we'll never be able to afford our own Fire Department, if we are
continuously paying that kind of money out to a volunteer Fire Department to provide our
services. I think that we need to set the motion. We need to stop what we are doing right
now, exactly what Mr. Woodham said, and we need to reset everything, and we need to
take our funds, and we need to put it away, and we need to set the City up for success in
the future.
If we don't, we are going to bankrupt ourselves, and we are not going to have a full force.
We are never going to be able to afford buying the engines we need, when we are building
a building for the Fire Department, and we are always going to be in this situation where
we are basically being extorted by our volunteer Fire Department. And for them, if we
present a proposal to them that is a fundable proposal, and they turn it down, and say
that they will not work for us unless we pay for staff personnel, that's extortion, and I would
definitely think that we have legal abilities on our side to be able to go after them, if they
say that they won't our contract, just because we won't pay for staff personnel. Because
they're an all-volunteer force, so we can - if we want to revert back to a volunteer force,
I think we are well within our rights. And I don't believe that this City's going to be any
riskier than it is today. I think that the response times may be a little bit longer, but I think
that if we go back and look through all of the history, and look at all of the responses in
the past, that there is not that big a risk to go with it. The numbers of fires have been
down. The majority of what the things they're responding to have nothing to do with fires,
and so if they're an all-volunteer force, they can respond to whatever they want to respond
to, and we don't care about that.
When we are paying the bill for two people to sit there, 7:00 a.m . to 7:00 p.m., we are
expecting those people to be there to support our City. When you were saying that they
would be able to go out and support the fire district, I think that's completely wrong. And
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I talked to Mr. Paschall about this because I believe that if they're in contract to us, they
have two people in that Fire Department in the City, and they take those people to go and
respond to fire incidents in the greater fire district, they're actually defrauding us, or they're
in breach of their contract with us because they're in contract to those people to support
our City.
When they are not available to support our City, you're saying that we would get some
other people and hold their feet to the fire. That still doesn't negate the fact that they are
on contract to have two full time people in that Fire Department supporting our City. When
they're not in there, they're in breach of contract with us. And so, if they can't meet their
requirements to the county, without us having two full time people, there is a bigger
problem. Our job as the City of Mclendon-Chisholm is not to help ensure that this Fire .
Department is successful with their contracts, both to the City and to the greater fire
district. I stand behind both the points of Councilmembers Turnbull and Councilmember
Woodham, and I'm ready to move forward with the vote.
Steinhagen: Councilmember Herren, we budgeted the $320,000.00 or so in our budget.
How would you respond to those who say, "Well, you budgeted for it. Why don't you pay
it?"
Herren: You buy the service that meets your requirement. If what meets our requirement
is an all-volunteer force, then we take the excess money, and we put it away, and we put
it toward purchasing our own fire equipment, and building our own fire station. I don't
believe that there is any obligation to take that money that we've - that they gave us their
proposal and what it was going to cost or what they told us it was going to cost, and we
budgeted for that, but we are under no obligation to actually take that money and provide
it to the Mclendon-Chisholm Volunteer Fire Department. If we decide that our
requirements have changed, and all our requirements are for a volunteer force, and it's a
lower price, that's - we definitely have the ability to just take the rest of that money, and
put it aside. Or do like what Council member Turnbull said, let's change the parameters
of the contract, and let's instead of contracting for just 12 months, let's contract them for
the next 33 months, pay that all money upfront, and then the next few years, we can take
that money, and invest that into our own Fire Department. We need to start thinking about
the City, and the long-term effects of the City. If we are really the stewards of MclendonChisholm's money, we should do the right thing, and I do believe the right thing is reverting
back to an all-volunteer force.
Steinhagen: There is a motion on the table for an all-volunteer department. This
motion is for a standard response time of 14 minutes, quarterly payments of
$8,437.50, billed after services have been rendered, payable net 15. The apparatus
standard will be a 2014 Pumper or 2017 Brush Truck. And as far as the
requirements of those who are servicing, they just have to have the standard
SFFMA basic training that the state requires.
A vote was cast and the motion carried with 4 in favor and 1 opposed (Orchard).
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Turnbull, seconded by Orchard, moved to adjourn the meeting. The motion carried
by unanimous consent.

obert Steinhagen, Mayor
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